Surface-constrained motion, i.e., motion constraint by a rigid surface, is commonly found 32 in daily activities. The current work investigates the choice of hand paths constrained to a 33 concave hemispherical surface. To gain insight regarding paths and their relationship with 34 task dynamics, we simulated various control policies. The simulations demonstrated that 35 following a geodesic path (the shortest path between two points on a sphere) is 36 advantageous not only in terms of path length, but also in terms of motor planning and 37 sensitivity to motor command errors. These stem from the fact that the applied forces lie 38 in a single plane (that of the geodesic path). To test whether human subjects indeed 39 follow the geodesic, and to see how such motion compares to other paths, we recorded 40 movements in a virtual haptic-visual environment from eleven healthy subjects. The task 41 was comprised of point-to-point motion between targets at two elevations (30° and 60°). 42
Introduction

53
Control of physical interaction between the body and the environment is crucial in many tasks, e.g., 54 writing, hammering and cycling, where the environment constrains motion due to contact with a rigid 55 restraint. Everyday movements that are constrained by a rigid surface, e.g., cleaning the floor, writing 56 on a board, and carving a piece of wood, form a particular class of constrained motion in which the 57 constraint is asymmetrical. The hand is physically free to move up off of the surface, yet maintaining 58 contact is critical to success. The hand is also physically prevented from moving inside the surface, 59 but excessive forces against the constraint may lead to failure or even destruction of the physical 60 object. These factors make the control of surface-constrained motion key for success in functional 61 activities of daily living, and of considerable interest for the study of human motor behavior. 62
An oft-studied question in the field of human motor function is that of trajectory planning. For the task 63 of moving from one point to another, the task itself does not prescribe the path to be followed by the 64 hand nor does it specify the time course of the movement along that path. In the case of free 65
(unconstrained) movements of the hand, the problem of selecting a path for any given pair of 66 endpoints is ill-posed, with an infinite number of possible solutions. Several theories have been 67 formulated regarding how the CNS resolves redundancy in the motor system, where there are many 68 potential solutions to a given task. The minimum-jerk model, for instance, postulates that the 69 derivative of acceleration is minimized over the course of the movement, and when the hand is 70 otherwise unconstrained, it predicts bell-shaped velocity profiles on straight-line paths (Flash and 71 Hogan 1985) . This optimization happens to correspond to the shortest path between the two points. 72
One can ask the same question about path planning of movements along a curved surface. In the case 73 of a spherical surface the shortest path between two points, i.e., the geodesic, is the shorter of the two 74 arcs defined by the great circle connecting them. By analogy with the problem of point-to-point 75 movements in free space, one might therefore surmise that humans will choose to move along the 76 geodesic when moving from one point to another on a spherical surface, thus achieving an 'optimal' 77 (with respect to path length) endpoint kinematic solution. In surface-constrained motion, however, 78 planning endpoint trajectory kinematics may not be sufficient and dynamics must also be taken into 79 account. Combining desirable characteristics of the movement of the hand, e.g., following a straight 80 line, with constraints imposed by the surface may cause conflicts because the control system becomes 81 over-specified. In such cases, attempting to follow a predefined path without taking surface 82 characteristics into account can be counterproductive. To successfully move along a surface the 83 control system should instead "comply" with constraints imposed by the physical constraint. This 84 could conceivably lead the subject to choose a different trajectory than the shortest path between two 85 points on the surface. Indeed, when moving the end of an inverted pendulum, i.e., a fully constrained 86 motion in a convex hemispherical surface, subjects seldom moved along geodesics, although they did 87 maintain minimum-jerk speed profiles along the chosen paths (Liebermann et al. 2008 ). However, 88 when moving the hand between points on a convex virtual hemispherical surface, i.e., a surface-89 constrained motion in a convex hemispherical manifold, subjects tended to follow geodesics albeit 90 with some residual error (Sha et al. 2006 ). The question of how human subjects plan and execute 91 movements along curved, rigid surfaces therefore remains to be elucidated. 92
In this context, we asked how the physical interaction with a rigid constraint affects the choice of 93 paths to be followed by the hand. We addressed this question by simulating the dynamics of various 94
force profiles that could be used to move the hand from one point to another along different paths 95 while staying in contact with a rigid, concave, spherical surface. We compared these simulation results 96
with measurements of actual movements by human subjects performing the same task in a virtual 97 haptic-visual environment. These experiments provide insight into how the CNS takes the constraint 98 into account, and potentially uses it to its advantage, e.g., to reduce the effort required to stay on the 99 desired path and thus to perform faster and smoother movements. 100
Methods
101
For this study we defined a behavioral task in which human subjects were asked to move an object 102 with the hand along the inside, rigid surface of a hemispherical bowl. We asked the question, "What 103 trajectory would subjects follow to move from one point to another if required to maintain contact 104 with the interior surface of the bowl?" To gain insights regarding the possible solutions that subjects 105 might adopt, we first constructed a simplified mathematical model of the physics of the task. We 106 considered motion of a point mass subjected to applied forces (e.g., forces exerted by the hand) and 107 the forces generated by the environment to keep the point mass on the surface. We used the results of 108 these simulations to examine which trajectories might be advantageous, in terms of kinematic 109
properties or ease of control, and then used these simulation results to design and interpret the 110 experiments performed with human subjects. 111 2.1. Model of the physical system 112 We simulated the dynamics of a point mass subjected to applied forces (F(t)) and constrained to 113 remain at a fixed distance from a defined center (Figure 1 ). The equations of motion describing this 114 system are given by: 115
where p= [x,y,z] is the position vector in a right-hand coordinate system, the constraint force F c (t) is 117
given by: 118
where m is the mass, A=[x y z] and 2 2 2
are derived from the constraint equations 120 describing movement confined to the surface of a sphere (x 2 +y 2 +z 2 =r 2 , r the sphere's radius) and + 121
indicates the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. A description of how these equations are derived from 122 physical principles is provided as an appendix. The input variable of this dynamical model was a 123 feedforward time series of force vectors, F(t) that would be applied by the hand to the point mass in 124 order to make a movement. In our simulations, the mass was arbitrarily set to 0.5 kg and a fourth-order 125
Runge-Kutta method (implemented using MatLab v.11, MathWorks Inc., Natick, Ma, USA) was used 126
to integrate Equations 1 and 2 to find the trajectory (path and velocity) resulting from a given force 127 profile. 128
[ Figure 1 about here] 129
The input to the model was a time series of the applied forces F(t) and the simulations performed were 130
carried out as open-loop with respect to these applied forces. Because of the equality constraint that is 131 imposed by Equations 1 and 2, the simulated point mass was forced to lie on the spherical surface, 132 regardless of the applied forces. Yet the actual constraint in our experiment was unbalanced; 133 movement in one direction was strictly impeded by the surface (one could not move into the rigid 134 surface), while movement in the other was controlled by the subject (one could break away from the 135 surface, even if subjects were instructed not to). Equations 1 and 2 do not distinguish between these 136 two; they impose strict conformation to the sphere such that the constraint force pulled the point mass 137
in case of insufficient applied force in the outward radial direction. Thus, a simulation resulting in an 138 outward radial constraint force would indicate a movement violating the constraint that in the physical 139 world would cause the point mass to break away from the surface. We therefore examined the results 140 post hoc for radially outward constraint forces indicating that the point mass would have lost contact 141
with the surface for that particular force profile (i.e., a failure to perform the task). 142
143
To gain insight into the control problem faced by the CNS in order to move along the surface of the 144 sphere, we first simulated an ad-hoc strategy in which the subject would attempt to move the hand 145 along a straight line from start to end, initially without regard to the constraint. The modeled task of a 146 point-to-point movement requires motion termination at the target, thus the model had to simulate both 147 acceleration and deceleration. For instance, to achieve a minimum-jerk velocity profile for 148 unconstrained straight-line motion, the applied force profile followed Equation 3: 149
where τ is the normalized time (t/T); p 0 and p f are the initial and final positions respectively; m is the 151 mass; and T is the movement duration. We simulated this initial force profile and examined the forces 152 that would be generated by the constraint and the resulting hand path. We then used the results of this 153 initial simulation to determine changes in the force profile that would be sufficient to maintain contact 154 with the surface while moving along this same path. 155
Force profiles that would generate movement along other paths on the surface were computed as well, 156
taking into account the inverse dynamics of the mechanical system (in this case the simple point mass) 157 and the desired applied forces against the surface. One can follow an infinite number of possible paths 158 when moving from one point to another on the surface of a hemisphere. We considered a subset of 159 such movements that can be described by the intersection of a plane with the contour of the 160 hemisphere, where both start and end points lie within the plane ( Figure 2B ). Even within this subset, 161
there still exist an infinite number of paths and each path is determined by the rotation of the plane 162 around the line connecting the start and end points. We considered 3 key examples of paths defined in 163 this manner. 1) The plane containing the center of the sphere and the movement start and end points 164 generates the geodesic path. 2) A plane rotated 90° around the start-end axis will generate a path that 165 forms a straight line in visual space when viewed along the polar axis. 3) When both start and end 166 point lie at the same elevation angle above the rim of the bowl, the plane perpendicular to the polar 167 axis will generate a circular arc on the surface of the hemisphere that runs parallel to the rim. 168
[ Figure 2 about here] 169 170 Note that the simulation of the open-loop behavior of this system was used not in an effort to 171 reproduce the human behavior, but rather to highlight the control problems that result from the 172 interaction with a curved, rigid constraint and from the different choices that could be made about the 173 path to be followed along the surface. To illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of the choice of 174 hand path along the surface, we introduced small discrepancies from the ideal force profiles that would 175 generate these different trajectories to demonstrate how sensitive the mechanical system is to errors in 176 the feedforward command. 177 Subjects grasped the endpoint of the haptic device and were asked to make rapid movements between 191 targets by sliding along the interior of the hemisphere. The screen showing the hemispherical surface 192 was positioned two meters away in front of the subject's visual field in an eye-centered configuration. 193
Human motion
Depth illusion was created using shading based on a directional lighting coming from above the 194 subject's left shoulder. Subjects performed hand movements on the concave, hemispherical surface 195 simulated by the haptic device that matched the visual image. The orientation of the haptic device was 196 aligned with the orientation of the hemispherical surface on the screen (para-frontal to the subjects' 197 viewpoint while the handle was placed to the right of the subject, aligned with the subjects' right 198 forearm). The position of the subject's hand within the virtual bowl created by the haptic device was 199 indicated relative to the visual representation of the bowl on the screen by a gray spherical cursor. 200 When visible, the cursor tracked the 3D position of the hand, as measured by the haptic device. 201
Each individual movement was executed as follows: A yellow conical marker appeared on the interior 202 surface of the hemisphere, signaling the movement starting point. The subject was instructed to move 203 the hand along the surface and to place the spherical cursor at the position indicated by the cone. 204
When the hand was correctly positioned at the starting position (position error < 1 cm) the conical 205 marker turned green. If the hand was held at the start position for at least one second, the green marker 206 disappeared and a red conical marker appeared at one of the five target positions, marking the target 207 endpoint of the upcoming movement. The red target marker was visible for one second. To avoid 208
paying excessive attention to final accuracy, the subject was instructed to start moving towards the 209 target only after the red target marker had disappeared. The subject was instructed to move quickly 210 and accurately to the remembered target position, while maintaining contact with the hemispherical 211 surface. Each movement set included several movement blocks. The movements in each block were 212 executed consecutively and every movement started at the target point of the previous movement. 213
Thus, three seconds after the target marker disappeared, it re-appeared cueing the next starting point. If 214 the hand was already within the 1 cm tolerance around the new starting position, the marker would 215 turn green and the next target would be cued after one second. If the previous movement terminated 216 more than 1 cm from the indicated target position, the marker appeared yellow and the subject was 217 instructed to move the hand to the indicated position and hold steady to trigger the subsequent trial. 218
Before the initiation of each set of trials subjects were allowed to practice for a few minutes until they 219 felt comfortable with the experimental protocol. During practice trials, the subjects received verbal 220 feedback regarding the force they were applying on the hemispherical surface based on operator 221 screening of force values (excessive, i.e., forces above 10 N, sufficient etc.). The range of acceptable 222
forces was above zero (required for maintaining contact) and below the haptic device limit of 25 N. 223
Trials on each hemisphere (set) were organized in five blocks of 20 movements each. Subjects were 224 allowed to rest at will between blocks. The position of the handle and the radial force applied by the 225 haptic device to the hand were recorded. Data were sampled at a variable rate (due to the non-real-time 226 nature of the Windows operating system) but all samples were spaced by no more than 1 ms (i.e., 227 sampling frequency ≥ 1 kHz). 228
[ Figure 3 about here] 229
Experimental design 230
The main experiment was comprised of two sets of 100 movements performed on a hemispherical 231 surface with a 6.33 cm radius. Each set included movements between five targets: center, left, right, 232 high and low. Within one set of trials the 4 peripheral targets were located at 30° while for the other 233 set they were at 60° elevation with respect to the 'equator' represented by the rim lying in the fronto-234 parallel plane, as shown in Figure 2A . Target order was randomized within each set. Movements were 235 performed between all possible pairs of targets with at least three repetitions for each pair. The number 236 of movements per pair was similar, but not identical, because each movement started at the end target 237 of the previous movement. 238
The four peripheral targets at 30° elevation were farther apart from each other in Cartesian space than 239 the same four targets located at 60° (7.8 cm vs. 4.5 cm, respectively). To test whether any differences 240 in paths between the two sets of targets was due to this change in distance, rather than being due to the 241 elevation on the sphere, subjects performed a third set of 100 movements to targets located at 30° 242 elevation on a 3.66 cm radius hemisphere, for a 3D inter-target distance of 4.8 cm. 243
Analysis
244
Our analyses focused on what paths were chosen by the subjects between two points on the surface, 245 and on the effects that the choice of path might have on other parameters such as the speed of 246 movement or the smoothness of the trajectory. We analyzed the data in terms of the movement of the 247 hand and the forces generated by the haptic device to simulate the contact with a rigid bowl. 248 2.2.4.1.
Pre-processing
249
Recorded position and force data were re-sampled to form time series at a constant rate of 250 1 kHz and then low-pass filtered (Wiener filter) with 6 Hz cutoff. Velocity was calculated by 251 differentiating the position profiles. Movement onset (offset) was defined as the instant in time when 252 the tangential velocity went above (below) 10% of the peak tangential velocity. Movements for which 253 movement onset was found prior to the start cue were discarded (3.78% of the movements). 254
2.2.4.2.
Plane of movement 255 To characterize paths followed by the hand along the sphere, we computed for each trial the best-fit 256 plane that contained the movement, and further computed the angle between the normal to the plane 257 and the polar axis. To calculate such a plane, we applied principal component analysis. We thus 258
computed the 3x3 matrix of co-variation of the movement around the mean and computed the 259 eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. The amount of variance accounted for by the 260 first two principal components was taken as a measure of how well the movement could be 261
represented by the intersection of a plane and the sphere. The eigenvector corresponding to the 262 smallest eigenvalue (i.e., the third principal component) is the normal to the best-fit plane. We 263 computed the angle φ between the normal vector and the XZ plane around the line connecting the start 264
and end of the movement to describe the inclination of the movement plane. 265
We compared the orientations of the fitted planes to the orientations of the three different planes 266 (paths) considered in the simulation study. The plane angle was 0° for the arc in the fronto-parallel 267 (equatorial) plane and 90° for a straight line in the fronto-parallel plane. The plane generating the 268 geodesic for oblique movements (i.e., movements that did not start from, end at or pass through the 269 center target) had an inclination of 39.2° between targets at 30° elevation (i.e., closer to the rim), and 270 67.8° for movements between targets at 60° elevation (i.e., closer to the pole). For movements 271 between two targets lying on the cardinal axes in the fronto-parallel plane (i.e., movements that 272 started, ended or passed through the center), the plane angle was 0° for the parallel arc and 90° for 273 both the straight line and for the geodesic. 274
To test whether subjects took into account the target elevation when planning the movement, we 275 computed the Movement Plane Modulation (MPM) as the difference between the movement plane 276
angle φ for oblique movements between targets at 30° and oblique movements between targets at 60° 277 on the large (6.33 cm) hemisphere (MPM elev ). As a control, we also computed MPM between two 278 different sized hemispheres for oblique movements between targets at the same elevation (30°) 279 (MPM radii ). Statistical analysis of plane tilts and MPM was conducted using the circular statistics 280 toolbox for MatLab (Berens, 2009 ). 281
2.2.4.3.
Additional movement features 282 Subjects were instructed to move rapidly and maintain contact with the surface of the sphere 283 throughout the movement. Based on our simulation analysis, we predicted that subjects who chose to 284 follow the geodesic path to the target position would have an easier time staying on path while 285 maintaining contact, compared to any other choice of path. Because subjects could correct the 286 movement based on visual feedback, final reach accuracy was not used as a test of this hypothesis. 287
Instead, we concentrated on parameters related to the speed and smoothness of the trajectory, and on 288 the interaction forces between the hand and the constraint. We computed the Average Speed (AS) and 289
the Zero Force Ratio (ZFR), i.e., the duration for which the radial force applied to the sphere was zero 290 divided by the movement duration. A non-zero ZFR indicates difficulties in maintaining contact. 291
Unless otherwise noted, we excluded from the analysis trials with a ZFR greater than 0.5, which was 292 taken as an indicator of complete failure to perform the task. Only contact with the surface was 293 required rather than a specified pressure. We therefore computed the Average Force (AF) over the 294 entire path, without characterizing variations in force within the trial. A lower average force can 295 indicate a more efficient movement. We computed the 'straightness' of the path by computing the 296 number of the Movement Plane Crossing (MPC), i.e., the number of times the subject changed from 297 moving on one side of the plane to the other and stayed at that side for at least 80 ms. 298
Finally we computed the number of peaks in the tangential velocity speed profile (SP). Both MPC and 299 SP are indicators of movement smoothness; analogous to the straight-line paths with bell-shaped 300 velocity profiles that are typically observed for unconstrained point-to-point movements (Abend et al. 301 1982), a maximally smooth trajectory on the sphere would have zero plane crossings (i.e., the entire 302 movement would be in a single plane) and a single-peaked velocity profile. 303
Statistical analyses 304
Based on the outcome of our numerical simulations (see Results) we concluded that movements 305 destined to follow a path other than the geodesic would be more sensitive to errors in the motor 306 commands and thus should be more difficult to control. We hypothesized that attempting to follow a 307 path other than the geodesic would result in movements that are less smooth and more prone to 308 corrective movements and that subjects might therefore favor movement paths on or close to the 309 geodesic. 310
Initial inspection of the raw hand paths indicated that for movements along the cardinal directions all 311 subjects followed hand paths corresponding to movement planes relatively close to 90°. For oblique 312 movements, however, the average movement plane for different subjects varied considerably across 313 the full range of possible tilt angles, although the within-subject variability was similar for both types 314 of movements (see Results for details). We therefore hypothesized that individual subjects did not 315 necessarily choose to follow the optimal path for the oblique movements. Nevertheless, we set out to 316 test whether those subjects that endeavored to move on or near the geodesic would perform better, in 317 terms of velocity and smoothness of the trajectory, than those who chose other paths. Because any 318 systematic variation could be non-monotonic, a simple regression analysis of performance measures 319 versus plane angles would not be appropriate. We instead defined groups of subjects according to their 320 movement plane behavior and then looked to see if other performance measures correlated with that 321
grouping. With that intent in mind, we used k-means clustering (Lloyd 1982) to categorize subjects 322 according to their respective average movement plane for oblique movements on the 6.33 cm radius 323 sphere, computed separately for the 30° and 60° targets. In other words, the variable vector for the k-324 means analysis was composed of the average movement-plane orientation for each target elevation. As 325 we will show (see Results) this analysis divided subjects into 3 different categories, which we termed 326 the Arc group, the Line group and the Intermediate group, based on the resemblance of each group's 327 behavior with respect to the ideal. In addition to the ANOVA tests described above, we used Pearson's correlation coefficient to test for 351 correlations of each of the movement parameters between those measured for oblique movements and 352
those measured for movements in the cardinal directions. We used these correlation analyses to ask 353 whether any differences between tilt groups are the result of criteria applied during movement 354 planning to all movements, or whether they could be attributed to differing mechanical effects for the 355 paths actually followed. In the case of the cardinal directions, any difference between the Intermediate 356 and the Line group should disappear, since the straight line in the visual plane and the geodesic path 357
were one and the same for these pairs of targets. 358
Results
359
Simulation results
360
To understand how the dynamics of the interaction with a spherical surface might affect an endpoint 361 trajectory we simulated a number of different force profiles that could be used to drive a point mass 362 from the initial position to the target. First, we looked at the characteristics of the force profiles for 363 different possible paths along the surface. We then looked at how sensitive movements along different 364
paths would be to errors in the computed forces. We concentrated our efforts on oblique movements 365 between two points on the surface located at the same elevation above the rim, because these 366 movements allowed for three possible 'ideal' solutions: a straight line in visual space, a circular arc 367
parallel to the rim of the bowl, and the geodesic (great circle) path between the two points. 368
The optimal path
369 Figure 4A shows a scaled version of the applied forces that would drive the mass along a minimum-370 jerk velocity profile in a straight line from start to end. Since the endpoints lie in the fronto-parallel 371 plane, the applied force varies only in Y and Z (as X was aligned with the sagittal axis in our 372 experiment). Note that the force profile that would generate a minimum-jerk profile for an 373 unconstrained motion along the straight line will stop short of the desired target position when 374 constrained to lie on the sphere. But if the amplitude of the minimum-jerk profile is scaled 375 appropriately, as shown in Fig. 4A , this targeted movement can be achieved. 376
The interaction of a force profile designed to move directly toward the endpoint with the constraint 377 equations results in a movement on the sphere that follows the geodesic path (see Appendix). Simply 378 applying the displacement force to the mass is not, however, a valid solution to the real task of sliding 379 along the curved surface because the constraint force is actually pulling the mass onto the surface (the 380 constraint force is positive). If we were to simulate an inequality constraint, the hand would leave the 381 surface to follow the straight-line, point-to-point path in free space. To rectify this, one could add a 382 constant bias force in the radial direction without precisely taking into account the force required to 383 satisfy the constraint ( Figure 4B ). If the constant radial bias force is always greater than the force 384 required for pulling the hand to the surface, contact with the surface will be maintained. Thus, one 385 strategy would be to apply forces in the fronto-parallel plane to drive the hand in a straight line in 386 visual space, and to add to that a constant radial force so as to assure contact with the surface in depth. 387
However, with this strategy the constraint force will vary along the trajectory, with minima near the 388 start and end of the movement and a maximum at the midpoint. 389
One can use the applied and constraint forces depicted in Figure 4A to compute the minimum norm 390 modification to the applied force that allows the mass to maintain contact with the surface. Adding the 391 constraint force (which is in the radial direction), F c (t) predicted by Eq. 2 to the original force profile 392 F(t) generates a new force profile F bis (t) = F(t) + F c (t) that would cause the mass to skim along the 393 sphere following the geodesic ( Figure 4C ). Because this modification mimics the net forces that would 394 be achieved by a passive mechanical system, F bis represents the force profile closest to the original 395 profile that will maintain contact with the surface. This is a valid solution, since the constraint force is 396 never positive in this situation, but is not realistic in the sense that there would be no interaction forces 397 at all with the surface. If, however, the hand applies an additional constant bias force in the radial 398 direction (outward with respect to the center of the sphere), the great circle will still be followed with a 399 constant constraint force ( Figure 4D ). 400
[ Figure 4 about here] 401
Alternative paths 402
The geodesic connecting two points on the sphere is not the only path that can be followed. Indeed, 403
with proper knowledge of the surface geometry, and precise control of the direction, amplitude, and 404 timing of forces applied, any path can be followed. The geodesic path, is however, more robust when 405
the computed applied forces are erroneous, as we will show in the following simulations. 406
We considered three ideal trajectories on the surface of the sphere, all of which can be described as the 407
intersection of a plane with the sphere: 1) along a circular arc parallel to the rim of the sphere, 2) along 408 a straight line in visual space and 3) along the great circle (geodesic) from start to end target (as 409 described above). For each we computed a continuous applied-force profile in three dimensions that 410 would cause the point mass to move along the specified trajectory with a minimum-jerk velocity 411
profile. When numerically integrating these profiles in our simulation, taking the constraint into 412 account, the nominal trajectory is achieved with zero interaction force. We then added to each profile a 413 constant force precisely in the radial direction (normal to the surface) at each point along the nominal 414 surface ( Figure 5 ). Trivially, in all three cases, the nominal trajectory is achieved with a constant 415 magnitude interaction force with the surface because we used complete and exact information to 416 compute the applied force profile. It is interesting to note, however, that only for the great circle path 417 do the force vectors in the radial direction and the force vectors towards the target all lie in the plane 418 of movement. For the parallel arc and the visual straight line, these force vectors do not even lie in a 419 single plane over the course of the movement, much less within the plane of motion itself ( Figure 5  420 bottom). This fundamental difference between the three different nominal paths is reflected in their 421 sensitivity to errors in the computed force command, as we will demonstrate in the following. 422
[ Figure 5 about here] 423 3.1.2.1.
Errors in force magnitude
424
To produce the trajectories and force profiles shown in Figure 5 the applied force must be precisely 425 programmed in terms of amplitude and direction. Consider what happens if the applied radial force is 426 applied at each moment in the correct direction, but with the wrong amplitude. For the geodesic curve, 427
the point mass will follow the intended path, but the path will undershoot (λ < 1) or overshoot (λ > 1) 428 the target ( Figure 6A ). However, for both the straight-line projection and the parallel arc, amplitude 429 errors will take the point mass off of the desired path, for the straight-line projection inwards (λ > 1) 430 or outwards (λ < 1) and similarly but in opposite directions for the parallel arc. 431
Errors in force direction
432
Provided that the pre-computed applied force is normal to the surface along the nominal trajectory 433
(whatever that trajectory is), the interaction of the applied radial force with the concave curved surface 434 imparts a stabilizing effect on the movement dynamics. Figure 6B depicts effects of an applied radial 435
force that is rotated around the X axis ±10° off of the true radial direction (normal to the spherical 436 surface). Only when the radial force is applied perpendicular to the surface of the sphere does the hand 437 stay on the desired path. If not, the applied radial force has the effect of moving the hand upward and 438 outward when the force is incorrectly orientated outward in the radial direction in the YZ plane, and 439
inward toward the pole of the sphere when the force is incorrectly directed forward in depth along the 440 polar axis. Note that in this case, although the geodesic curve is more robust to error than the parallel 441 arc it does not outperform the straight-line projection. 442
[ Figure 6 about here] 443 3.1.2.3.
Unmodeled friction 444 Figure 7A shows the consequences of unexpected resistance due to friction, modeled either as 445 dynamic Coulomb friction (i.e., a constant magnitude force in the direction opposite the instantaneous 446 velocity) or as viscous friction (i.e., a force proportional to, but in the opposite direction, of the 447 instantaneous velocity). The effect of such friction is to slow the movement with respect to the 448 nominal plan. If the applied forces are pre-programmed, this means that the mass will not be at the 449 expected location when the force at any time t is applied. Because all the programmed forces for the 450 nominal geodesic trajectory lie in the plane of movement, any deviations from the nominal trajectory 451 resulting from the timing errors will also lie in the plane. Again, the great circle is less sensitive to 452 errors for un-modeled forces of this type. The mass undershoots the target, but remains on the desired 453 path. Not so for the parallel-arc and visual straight-line paths. For the parallel arc and visual straight 454 line, without real-time recalculation of the force direction to take into account the deviation off the 455 nominal path, the actual and desired trajectories diverge. 456
3.1.2.4.
Planar segmentation of the force command 457
The advantages of the geodesic path noted above stem from the fact that the applied forces required to 458 stay on this path all lie in a single plane, that of the geodesic path itself. In essence, one can exploit the 459 fact that extraneous forces, directed perpendicular to the surface, have no effect on the trajectory of the 460 mass. This characteristic can be exploited in other ways to simplify the planning of the geodesic 461 movement. For instance, one can implement the nominal force command of a geodesic by a finite 462 number of planar segments. Indeed, one can achieve the geodesic movement with a single such 463 segment consisting of a straight line driving force plus a radial bias force within the movement plane 464 of constant amplitude, as seen in Figure 4 . Despite the approximation to the ideal force profile, the 465 mass remains on the geodesic path, albeit with large variations in the interaction force with the 466 surface. The parallel-arc and visual straight-line paths are not so easily approximated. If only two 467 planar segments are used to approximate the ideal force command, the mass will deviate significantly 468 from the nominal path ( Figure 7B ). The planarity of the force command for the geodesic lends itself to 469 other ad-hoc strategies such as bang-bang control where two force impulses are sufficient to start and 470 stop the movement along the desired path. The continually varying direction of the applied force 471 required to stay on the parallel-arc or visual straight-line paths do not allow for such 'ballistic' control 472 of the movement on the sphere. 473
[ Figure 7 about here] 474
Summary
475
To summarize, the analysis of oblique movements demonstrated the inherent benefits of following the 476 geodesic between two points on the surface. Other pairs of targets were also considered, including 477 starting and ending at different elevations, starting and ending points on the rim of the bowl, and 478 starting and ending paths that lie on a line passing through the center of the sphere. The results of 479 these simulations (not shown) were the same: the geodesic was more robust to errors in the pre-480 computed motor command. 481
Human motion 482
Equipped with the insights provided by the simulation of various paths between two points on a 483 hemisphere, and the force profiles required to produce them, we then analyzed the empirical data from 484 the experiments performed by human subjects. The main analysis was focused on the oblique 485 movements between targets at either 30° or 60° elevation on the 6.33 cm hemisphere. For these 486 movements, the parallel arc, the visual straight line, and the geodesic differed from one another and so 487 allowed for the greatest level of discrimination in terms of the path chosen by the subject. As a control 488
we also compared oblique movements between targets at 30° elevation on the larger (6.33 cm) and 489 smaller (3.66 cm) hemispheres, and in a separate analysis, we quantified trajectory characteristics for 490 movements along the cardinal directions (up, down, left, right), that started, ended or passed through 491 the center target. 492
Qualitative observations 493
When given the option to follow the path of their own choosing, subjects produced a variety of 494 movement strategies between oblique targets in terms of hand trajectories. Figure 8 shows raw data 495 collected from three typical subjects. The figure shows plots of the hand trajectory as seen from the 496 viewer's vantage point (fronto-parallel plane view) and from above (horizontal plane view). Red and 497 blue lines show hand paths for movements in the upward and downward directions, respectively. 498
Alongside the position traces velocity and force traces are depicted for movements in an oblique 499 direction for one set of targets. 500
[ Figure 8 about here] 501
These three particular subjects were chosen to illustrate the full range of path choices that we observed 502 for oblique movements in our experiments. Subject 1 (top pane) produced trajectories that, when 503 projected into the visual plane, formed circular arcs. One can see from the top view, however, that the 504 hand did, in general, dip inside the bowl (i.e., out of the fronto-parallel plane) in the middle of the 505 movement, only to move back out again to rejoin the fronto-parallel plane containing the starting and 506 ending target positions. These paths were not, therefore, perfect arcs in the visual plane. Subject 3 507 (bottom pane) manifested a different overall strategy, performing movements that, when projected into 508 the visual plane, tended to follow a straight-line connecting the starting and ending points. To stay on 509 the surface while attempting to follow a straight-line visual projection, however, the hand must 510 necessarily make a significant movement in depth. Subject 2 (middle pane) manifested a combination 511 of the two strategies of subject 1 and 3, producing paths at 30° on either hemisphere that formed arcs 512 in the fronto-parallel plane while producing projected paths for targets at 60° that were somewhat 513 straighter. From the velocity and force traces it seems that subject 3 used more force and moved 514 slower than the other two subjects while subject 2 seemed to move fastest. 515
Quantitative measures of task success 516
The proportion of trials where contact with the surface was never lost (ZFR = 0) and the proportion of 517 the trials where contact was maintained for at least half the movement time (ZFR < 0.5) were 518 calculated. One subject (subject 5) had difficulties maintaining surface contact throughout the 519 movement, exhibiting many movements with ZFR > 0 (78.2%) and high rate of trials with contactless 520 durations (average ZFR = 42.3%). We therefore excluded subject 5 from further analysis. All other 521 subjects succeeded in maintaining contact with the surface throughout the movement (ZFR = 0) in 522 most of their movements (median success rate 93.6%). For these subjects, when loss of contact did 523 occur it was usually short (average ZFR = 3.1%). Success at maintaining contact for at least half of the 524 movement (ZFR < 0.5) was very common (median success rate 99.2%). We excluded individual 525 movements for which ZFR exceeded 0.5. 526
Hand paths 527
We characterized the choice of path adopted by each subject by computing the movement plane that 528 best fit the data from each trial. The average total variance explained by the first two principal 529 components extracted during the plane fitting analysis (see Methods) was 99.84±0.15% (mean ± 530 standard deviation), which attests to the validity of fitting a plane to the movement trajectories. 531
Consider first the movements along the cardinal axes, i.e., movements that started, ended or passed 532 through the central target. For these target combinations, the geodesic path and the path that forms a 533 straight-line in the visual plane are one and the same. Here we observed fairly consistent behavior 534 across subjects, with most movement plane orientations close to 90° (92°±27° The paths followed by the hand for the oblique movements varied much more between subjects. 545
Examination of the average movement plane inclination for each subject on each target/sphere 546 configuration revealed that a large range of average plane inclinations could be observed, from 15° to 547 93°, with an overall average of 50° and a standard deviation of ±40°. Note, however, that each subject 548 tended to produce oblique movements within a more limited range of movement plane angles (average 549 standard deviation of movement planes by subject 28±9°), similar to the within-subject dispersion for 550 the cardinal directions (27±7°). In other words, subjects moved consistently near to their own nominal 551 trajectory, even if different subjects chose vastly different paths, on average, between the oblique 552 targets. Note that some subjects showed intermediate average plane inclinations that could be 553
interpreted as representative of motor plans meant to follow the geodesic path. 554
To test whether the choice of nominal movement plane affected the control of the trajectory, as 555 predicted by the simulations, we divided subjects into groups by conducting a blind separation using 556 the average movement planes for 30° and 60° targets as the variable vector in a k-means clustering 557 algorithm (see Methods). When clustering the subjects into three groups the percentage of variance 558 explained was 92%, while when clustering the subjects into two groups the percent of variance 559 explained was only 79%. We therefore set the number of clusters to three (Figure 9 ). The algorithm 560 clustered the subjects into consistent groups, which we termed the Arc group, the Line group, and the 561
Intermediate group. 562
[ Figure 9 about here] 563
Note that the clustering analysis was based on the plane angle data for two different target elevations 564 but the arc length between the targets at the two elevations also differs. As such, the identified groups 565 could reflect differences in average plane angles due to arc length, or the distinction between groups 566 may, in part, be based on plane angle differences between target elevations. We therefore asked 567 whether indeed the different groups of subjects took into account the elevation angle of the targets on 568 the sphere when performing oblique movements. We applied ANOVA post hoc to the cluster analysis 569
to ask whether movement plane modulation between targets at 30° versus targets at 60° for the 6.33 570 cm hemisphere varied between groups (MPM elev , Figure 10 ). As a control condition, we conducted a 571 separate ANOVA on the change in plane angle for 30° targets between the 3.66 cm and 6.33 cm 572 hemispheres (MPM radii ). These targets differ in arc length (the arc length for the 30° targets on the 573 3.66 sphere is similar to the arc length for the 60° targets on the 6.33 sphere) but not in elevation. 574
• MPM elev between target elevations was positive (tilt at elevation 60° higher than tilt at 575 elevation 30°) for all three groups, such that the 95% confidence interval did not include 0. 576 MPM elev between different target elevations differed, however, between the tilt groups 577 (F=8.32, p=0.001); MPM elev of the Intermediate group was higher than that of both the Arc 578 and the Line groups (p Arc < 0.001, p Line =0.015). MPM elev of the Arc group did not differ from 579 that of the Line group. 580
• MPM radii between different sphere radii for targets with the same elevation was not 581 significantly different from zero (the 95% confidence interval included 0) and did not differ 582 between the tilt groups. 583
[ Figure 10 about here] 584
We then looked to see if the identified groups performed differently in terms of performance 585 parameters other than movement plane tilt. As the division of subjects into groups reflects a choice of 586 path planning strategy we tested performance indicators (AS -average speed, AF -average force, 587
MPC -movement plane crossings, and SP -number of peaks in the tangential velocity speed profile) 588 of movements to get insights regarding the difficulty of performing the task under each strategy, 589
where MPC and SP were taken as measures of movement smoothness. Mean values are presented in 590 the top half of Figure 11 . A mixed-model ANOVA was performed with subjects as a random effect, 591 target elevation, quadrant and movement direction as the within-subject factors and tilt group as the 592 between-subjects factor. Again, the analysis was followed by a pair-wise Bonferroni-corrected post-593 hoc analysis of tilt group. 594
• The overall speed of movement differed between the groups (F=24.32, p < 0.001), where AS 595 for the Intermediate group was higher than AS for both the Arc and the Line groups 596 (p Arc < 0.001, p Line < 0.001). AS of the Arc group did not differ from that of the Line group. 597
• The force applied against the constraint was relatively consistent across subjects: AF did not 598 differ between the tilt groups. 599
• The planarity of the movements varied as a function of tilt group. MPC differed between the 600 groups (F=11.07, p < 0.001), where the MPC of the Line group was higher than the MPC of 601 both the Arc and the Intermediate groups (p Arc < 0.001, p Intermediate = 0.020). The MPC of the 602
Arc group did not differ from that of the Intermediate group. 603
• Movements varied in terms of smoothness between groups, as measured by the number of 604 peaks in the tangential velocity speed profile. SP differed between the groups (F=15.91, 605 p < 0.001), where the SP of all groups differed one from the other (p Arc-Intermediate <0.05, p Arc-606 Line <0.05, p Intermediate-Line <0.001). The SP of the Line group was the highest while the SP of the 607
Intermediate group was the lowest. 608
The bottom half of Figure 11 also shows the performance measures for movements in the cardinal 609 directions. Recall that this analysis was restricted to movements inward to or outward from the center 610 target, excluding movements that passed through the center target, because the former were of similar 611 length to the oblique movements. First, an ANOVA applied to the tilt angle for the cardinal 612 movements showed no difference between the tilt sub-groups that were identified for the oblique 613
movements. This further confirms that observation that for the cardinal movements all subjects 614 followed the same nominal hand path corresponding to both the visual straight-line and the geodesic. 615
Then, ANOVA applied to the cardinal movements showed no significant difference between the three 616 tilt groups for any of the measurements analyzed above (AS, AF, MPC, SP). It is interesting to note, 617 however, that the average value of AS was highest and the average values of MPC and SP were lowest 618 for the intermediate group, compared to the other two groups, for both the oblique and cardinal 619 movements. Pearson's correlation coefficient confirmed that there was a statistically significant 620 correlation between cardinal movements and oblique movements for AS and SP, but not for MPC. 621 Thus, subjects that moved slower, and generated more sub-movements (more velocity peaks) on the 622 oblique movements also moved slower, and generated more sub-movements on movements in the 623 cardinal directions, even though all such movements were close to the geodesic. 624
[ Figure 11 about here] 625
Discussion
626
In the current study we investigated how the physical interaction with a rigid constraint affects the 627 choice of paths to be followed by the hand. To do so we started with a mathematical analysis and 628 numerical simulation of moving along a curved surface. The model we chose was highly simplified, 629
consisting of a point mass being pushed along a rigid sphere by a pre-defined force profile. We thus 630 ignored the complex dynamics of the limb (gravity, centrifugal and Coriolis forces; interaction 631 torques, (Hollerbach and Flash 1982) ) and considered the hand as a pure force generator. In the data 632 from the movements along the cardinal axes, however, where there is little doubt that all subjects 633 attempted to follow the straight-line path between targets and thus the geodesic, we saw evidence for 634 dynamical effects. Biases of the movement plane to one side or the other of the vertical, depending on 635 movement direction (upward or downward), were most likely due to interactions between the limb 636 segments and gravity during the vertical movements, while the downward dip of horizontal 637 movements most likely reflected an effect of gravity on the chosen path. We also ignored the visco-638 elastic properties of the muscles and the possibility for on-line corrections to the motor command, 639
opting to simulate the effects of a pre-planned force applied in an open-loop manner. Yet subjects who 640 did not move along the geodesic for the oblique movements did eventually arrive at the target, rather 641 than drifting off to some other location, as purely open-loop simulations would predict. Thus, online 642 correction most certainly played a role in redirecting the hand to the target. Nevertheless, neither limb 643 dynamics nor on-line corrections can explain the significant differences in movement characteristics 644 between those subjects who followed the geodesic path for movements in oblique directions and those 645 that did not. Indeed, the simulations and experiments that we performed were chosen to highlight the 646 effects of the interaction between the hand and the surface during a constrained, curved motion. 647 648 Intuitively, one can conclude that the geodesic has an advantage, being the shortest distance between 649 two points on a sphere. But the geodesic is shown here to be additionally advantageous in terms of 650 motor planning and sensitivity to errors in the motor commands. A motor command designed to 651 follow a geodesic path, rather than some other path, is more robust in terms of errors in the magnitude 652 of applied forces. It also requires less precise timing of the motor command variations, making it 653 easier to stay on the desired path even in the face of unanticipated frictional forces. The increased 654 robustness of the geodesic derives from the fact that the entire force profile required to produce such a 655 trajectory lies in a plane. Other paths between the same two points on the surface of the sphere would 656 require more complex modulation of force vectors in 3D. 657
Advantages of the geodesic
The fact that radial forces in the movement plane have no effect on the path followed by the hand for 658 the geodesic means that there is a reduction of degrees of freedom to be controlled. It is much easier to 659 approximate the motor command for a geodesic path because only two linear movement segments 660 may be sufficient. Also the application of a finite number of force impulses can be used to perform 661 different forms of ballistic control of the movement. Attempting to follow any other (non-geodesic) 662 pathway on the sphere requires much more meticulous control of the direction of the applied force as a 663 function of where one actually is on the sphere at any given moment. 664 Given the clear advantages described above one might expect human subjects to optimize their 665 behavior on our experimental task by choosing to follow the geodesic path. This was not the case in 666 our experiment. Instead we observed a wide range of behaviors for the oblique movements, ranging 667 from subjects who performed arc-like movement in the fronto-parallel plane, parallel to the rim of the 668 spherical bowl, to subjects whose movement planes were perpendicular to the line of sight, leading to 669 trajectories that formed straight lines when projected into the fronto-parallel plane but that dipped 670 maximally in and out in depth. We did, however, identify a group of subjects that appeared to have 671 profited from the advantageous characteristics of the geodesic. 672
Between-subjects variation in the plane orientation was expected (e.g., shoulder configuration could 673 have a larger influence on the hand for some subjects but not for others; similarly, individual 674 experience could pre-determine preferences for one or another plane tilt) but, an unbiased cluster 675 analysis divided subjects into three groups that could be easily be differentiated by the average 676 movement-plane inclination. These groups could be linked to the three nominal choices for hand path 677 that we identified in our mathematical analysis: 1) the Arc group who tended to move parallel to the 678 rim (low inclinations); 2) the Line group who followed straight-line point-to-point paths in visual 679 space; and 3) the Intermediate group whose movement planes were closer to the plane defining the 680 geodesic. Note that one cannot, with so few subjects, conclude from this analysis that there is indeed 681 clustering of behaviors within the population, but that was not our intent. Rather, we used the k-means 682 clustering algorithm as an objective means to define groups of subjects within our data set that 683 exhibited similar behaviors in terms of the movement plane and then asked whether other movement 684 parameters correlated with that grouping. Within the overall population of human subjects, however, 685 behavior may very well follow a continuous distribution rather than exhibiting significant clustering 686 behavior. 687
Of the three identified groups within our subject pool, only the Intermediate group, i.e., those who 688 moved closest to the geodesic on the oblique movements seemed to be aware of the inherent 689 advantage of adjusting the chosen path according to where the targets were positioned on the sphere. 690
Whereas neither the Arc group nor the Line group showed a significant modulation of the movement 691 plane between targets at 30° and 60° elevation (Fig. 10) , the Intermediate group did show a significant 692 change in this parameter, as would be expected if one is attempting to follow the geodesic specific to 693 each target configuration. These 'enlightened' subjects were apparently able to take advantage of the 694 dynamical properties of the geodesic path, moving much faster on average, than both the Arc group 695 and the Line group. The intermediate group also produced smoother trajectories compared to those 696 subjects who attempted to produce visually straight lines, as measured by the number of plane 697 crossings, and the trajectories produced by the Intermediate group were composed of fewer sub-698 movements, compared to both the Arc and Line groups, as indicated by the number of peaks in the 699 tangential velocity speed profile. 700 701 In comparison to other studies, our subjects as a whole appeared less inclined to follow the geodesic 702 when moving from point to point on a spherical surface. This may be due to the fact that they worked 703 against the inside surface of the spherical bowl. As we have shown, pressing outward against this 704
Factors affecting the choice of path
concave surface tends to stabilize the movement, whatever the selected path, making the movement 705 less sensitive to errors in the direction of the applied force. may therefore have had more incentive to search for optimized paths and to control repeated 709 movements more tightly. 710
Another factor may have been the affordances of the task. Vision in depth inside the bowl being less 711 precise, subjects in our task may have been more inclined to follow the more easily-identified circular 712 contour of the rim or to have followed a straight-line path in visual space, as humans are known to do 713 (Abend et al. 1982) . Following a visually guided path in the fronto-parallel plane while applying 714 constant pressure in the forward direction, might seem to be a reasonable strategy that may have been 715 further encouraged by our virtual-reality experimental setup. Although the rendering on the screen 716 included many cues as to the 3D nature of the visual scene (directional lighting, shading, etc.), there 717
were no stereoscopic cues as to the movement in depth. Naive physics (McCloskey and Kohl 1983) 718 might also have come into play, where some subjects may have intuitively felt that moving in a 719 circular arc while pressing radially outward towards the rim would be a stable solution, even though 720 this is not a valid strategy for the targets not on the equator. Policies such as these would have 721
produced the sub-optimal behaviors observed for the Arc and Line groups. 722
Finally, as our computational analysis shows, integration of position and force information on a 723
curved surface requires precise coordination that can only be achieved through practice and learning. 724
This interpretation is supported by the findings of Torres (2010) , who argued that spatio-temporal 725 alignment between (internal and external) constraints are learned to preserve the map between 726
intended and actual hand action dynamics. Learning to move on a curved surface as in our experiment 727 may imply forming a correlation between the sensory (visual) space (underlying the shortest hand-728 path) and the hand force (haptic) space where a force application should correspond in time with 729 endpoint location. Internal feedback about time lags is needed for such learning (i.e., perception of 730 time differences between the formation of geodesics in the visual and haptic spaces). Indeed, one may 731 speculate that such a correlation process may be mediated via cerebellar loops, where intended and 732 actual motion seem to be matched (Marr 1970) , and temporal aspects of movement (e.g., perceived 733 movement gaps) may be learned and stored (Raymond et al. 1996) . It remains to be seen whether 734 additional practice or additional incentive to perform precise, repeatable movements would push our 735 naive subjects to adopt the more robust motor plan of following the geodesic. 736
Implications for motor planning 737
It is interesting to note that movements along the cardinal directions showed similar patterns between 738 the tilt groups for average speed, peaks in the velocity profile, and even in the average force applied to 739 the constraining surface. This was confirmed by correlation analysis. It appears that subjects who 740 moved more quickly and more smoothly on the obliques also moved more quickly and more smoothly 741
for the cardinal directions. Since all three groups followed the geodesic for the cardinal movements, 742 one cannot explain these patterns based simply on the mechanical effects that occur during the 743 production of a geodesic versus non-geodesic hand paths. The differences in performance between 744 groups, in terms of greater speed and fewer sub-movements would instead appear to reflect 745 characteristics of motor planning. 746
Studies of free movements of the hand ( into a finite number of segments (sub-movements), with each segment constrained to lie in a plane 753 (Soechting and Terzuolo 1987a) . If one generalizes this principle to the construction of both the hand 754 trajectory and the applied forces in a constrained motion task (i.e., to encompass kinematic and kinetic 755
features of the motor command) this means that the geodesic solution should be preferred because 756 displacements of the hand and its driving forces all lie in a single plane. To the extent that geodesic 757 paths on a sphere may represent optimized solutions (e.g., minimal energy in a joint space 758 corresponding with geodesics in a manifold endowed with a kinetic energy metric; Biess et al. 2007, 759 2011; or in a broader sense, as an emergent property of the system regardless of the choice of metric), 760 a generalization of movement decomposition, both constrained and unconstrained, into piecewise 761 geodesics on a sphere suggests a new hypothesis about how and why the nervous system imposes the 762 constraints that it does on hand movement. 763
Conclusions
764
In a study of sliding movements of the hand inside a concave hemispherical surface we have 765 characterized the trajectories produced by human subjects in terms of the paths chosen along the 766 surface. Although the chosen paths varied widely from subject to subject, certain paths were produced 767 at a higher speed and more smoothly than others. Through modeling of the movement dynamics, we 768 have shown why these particular trajectories, close to the geodesic, are advantageous in terms of 769 interactions between the hand and the environment. We postulate that these physical constraints may 770 underlie the formation of movement primitives in the nervous system encompassing both hand 771 kinematics and applied forces for the class of movements known as 'constrained motion' that require 772 control of both of these movement parameters. 773
Appendix
774
For a surface-constrained task, the physical constraint is represented by an inequality function, since 775 although one cannot move into the surface it is possible to move away from it. Inequality constraints 776 are non-holonomic constraints that do not lend themselves easily to common modeling. A tractable 777 problem that includes an equality holonomic constraint is that of simulating the motion of a point mass 778 strictly constrained to lie at a fixed distance from the center (i.e., on a sphere), and then consider post-779 hoc instances where the constraint pulls the point mass down onto the surface as situations where the 780 point mass has lifted off of the surface. 781
Movement Dynamics on a Sphere
782
Lagrangean mechanics divides forces into applied forces (e.g., the forces applied by the hand to slide a 783 block of wood on a tabletop) and constraint forces (the forces that keep the object from sinking into 784 the surface). The problem to be solved is that of computing the constraint forces that arise for a given 785 mechanical system and the forces and torques applied to it. D'Alembert's principle asserts that the 786 totality of the constraint forces (i.e., internal forces due to the constraint and opposing applied forces) 787
does not contribute to acceleration of a point mass. This principle is the counterpart of the third law in 788
Newtonian mechanics. Using Bernoulli's concept of virtual displacement (loosely defined, virtual 789 displacements are imagined infinitesimal displacements, not violating the constraints, which take place 790 in zero time), D'Alembert's principle states that the totality of constraint forces do no virtual work. 791
These principles are used in Lagrangean mechanics to develop the equations of motion using 792
Lagrangean multipliers (Rosenberg, 77) . 793
Gauss' principle is equivalent to D'Alembert's and Bernoulli's principles and can be directly derived 794 from them (Udwadia and Kalaba 1996) . It asserts that among all the accelerations that a system may 795
have at any given time that are compatible with the constraints, the one that materializes is the one that 796 minimizes the Gaussian, G: 797 where m is the number of holonomic and Pfaffian non-holonomic constraints. These equations can be 814 expressed in matrix forms as: 815
where: A is an mx3 matrix (m the number of constraints) and b is an m-vector. In such cases applying 817 the minimum norm solution to minimize the Gaussian, one obtains: 818
where + indicates the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse (Udwadia and Kalaba 2003) . Simplifying for 820 the case of a point mass and rearranging, one can see that the equation of motion is given by: 821 where F(t) is the applied force and F c (t) =A + (mb -AF(t)) is the constraint force. 823
For motion confined to a spherical surface, the constraint is described by: 824
x 2 +y 2 +z 2 =r 2 (A8) where r is the sphere's radius. Differentiating twice the constraint equation can be written as: To test the simulation we asked what path would result from simply driving the mass with an applied 832 force that would generate a straight-line, minimum-jerk profile if executed without the spherical 833 constraint. In the dynamic simulations we observed that in such a case, i.e., application of the 834 holonomic constraint such that the mass stays on the sphere, the trajectory follows the geodesic from 835 initial to final position (Figure 4 ). This complies with the fundamental principles of motion due to 836
Gauss's principle. A straight line between two points on the sphere clearly violates the spherical 837 constraint and the violation direction is orthogonal to the spherical surface. The demand that the 838 acceleration of the constraint system be directly proportional to the extent to which the unconstrained 839 acceleration violates the constraint means that the path of the constrained system is a projection in the 840 radial direction (orthogonal to the surface at every point) of the straight line on the spherical surface. 841
Since by definition great circles are formed by an intersection of the sphere and a plane containing the 842 center of the sphere, this projection is in fact a projection onto a great circle. Therefore, if one imposes 843 the equality spherical constraint on top of a displacement force that drives the hand along a straight 844 line toward the target in visual space, the system will follow a geodesic on the spherical surface from 845 the starting point to the target position. 846 shown for the other targets. 928 Figure 7 : Movement Plane Tilt. A) Mean tilt for each subject for 30° (blue) and 60°(red) targets on the 929 large (6.33 cm) sphere (main experiment), and the grouping resulting from k-mean analysis. B) Mean 930 tilt for each group for targets at 30° (blue) and 60° (red) on the large sphere (6.33 cm), and for the 931 control condition with targets at 30° on the small sphere (3.66 cm) (green). 932 Figure 8 Average movement plane modulation (MPM) for each subject group, right-MPM elev between 933 targets on the large sphere (6.33 cm) at two different target elevations (30° and 60°) and left-MPM radii 934 between targets at the same elevation (30°) on spheres of two different radii (6.33 and 3.66 cm). Top: 935 oblique movements, bottom: cardinal movements. 936 
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